
HOW TO LEARN GRAMMAR 

 

Grammar simply refers to the rules of a language. It describes how the language should be used in order to be 

understood properly, therefore it’s important to know grammar so that you will understand others, and be 

understood well. Don’t drown yourself in grammar, but don’t skip it either! 

 

All languages have words that have to be changed here and there- you just have to know when and why. These 

changes are important to notice because they often affect the meaning, style, or tone of the message, and 

therefore, if you can keep up with the grammar changes in a language you can usually keep up with those changes 

in a meaning, style, or tone.  

 

Luckily, all grammatical changes, regardless of the language, will fall into one of three categories: a spelling change, 

adding a word (or words), or changing the order of words. 

 

English Examples 

• A spelling change.      TAKE → TOOK  

      COOK → COOKED 

 

• Adding a word, or words.    I CAN → I CAN NOT  

      I CALL → I WILL CALL 

 

• Changing the order of words.    YOU DID BUY IT. → DID YOU BUY IT? 

     YOU CAN GO WITH US. → CAN YOU GO WITH US? 
 

Spanish Examples 

• A spelling change.      PODER → PUEDO  

      MANO → MANOS 

 

• Adding a word, or words.    PUEDO → NO PUEDO  

      RÁPIDO → MÁS RÁPIDO 

 

• Changing the order of words.    NO PUEDO VERLO. → NO LO PUEDO VER. 

     VOY A LLAMARTE. → NO TE VOY A LLAMAR. 

 
 

Sometimes two languages have the same rule:  

You add an “-s,” or sometimes an “-es,” to make words plural in both English and Spanish. 

 

However, oftentimes one language will have a rule that is different from the other. For instance: 

 

In English:    You have to add a word in front the verb to know who the action is by.  

“I wash”  “He washes”  “We wash” 
 

But, in Spanish:  You have to change the spelling at the end of the verb to know.  

“Lavo”  “Lava”  “Lavamos” 
 

In these cases, you cannot just pick and choose which rule to obey- you will probably not be understood. So, 

simply expecting other languages to work differently from your own will aide learning them simply because 

you will know to look out for those differences and not be bothered by them. 

 


